Abstract. Given an algebra of pseudo-di¤erential operators on a manifold, an elliptic element is said to be a reduction of orders, if it induces isomorphisms of Sobolev spaces with a corresponding shift of smoothness. Reductions of orders on a manifold with boundary refer to boundary value problems. We employ specific smooth symbols of arbitrary real orders and with parameters, and we show that the associated operators induce isomorphisms between Sobolev spaces on a given manifold with boundary. Such operators for integer orders have the transmission property and belong to the calculus of Boutet de Monvel [1], cf. also [9] . In general, they fit to the algebra of boundary value problems without the transmission property in the sense of [17] and [24] . Order reducing elements of the present kind are useful for constructing parametrices of mixed elliptic problems.
Introduction.
Reductions of orders in problems for elliptic partial di¤erential equations are useful for many purposes, e.g., for constructing parametrices, or in the index theory. The case of operators on a closed compact C y manifold is standard and particularly simple. To reduce orders on a compact C y manifold X with boundary Y , we have to take into account the specific influence of Y to the operations and to the choice of Sobolev spaces on X that we wish to reduce to L 2 ðX Þ. For pseudo-di¤erential operators of integer order with the transmission property at the boundary there are order reducing operators that refer to the scale H s ðX Þ of standard Sobolev spaces on X , cf. Boutet de Monvel [1] , or Grubb [9] for specific constructions. Other variants of reductions have been used by numerous authors, in particular, by Eskin [5] , Schneider [18] , Duduchava and Speck [4] , or Schulze and Seiler [24] . While the construction in [5] as well as that in [9] reduces smoothness of standard Sobolev spaces to zero, the choice of [24] also works in Sobolev spaces with arbitrary weights at the boundary.
In the first part of the present paper we show that the analogues of symbols from [9] of arbitrary order m A R give rise to operators that reduce the smoothness of standard Sobolev spaces by m. In addition, we show that the order reducing symbols have the Volterra property and are parabolic of anisotropy 1, cf. Piriou [15] , or Krainer [13] . Moreover, using a result of Burenkov, Schulze, and Tarkhanov [2] we establish a relation to operator-valued symbols on the boundary in the framework of twisted homogeneity, cf. [23] .
In the second part we apply our order reducing operators in parameter-dependent form and obtain order reductions in weighted cone Sobolev spaces, based on the Mellin transform in axial direction. In addition, we apply the kernel cut-o¤ construction from [21] and show that such reductions are possible in terms of holomorphic operator-valued Mellin symbols. These results also yield order reducing operators on a compact manifold with conical singularities and boundary.
Let us finally note that there are many ways to construct order reducing operators that are pseudo-di¤erential in the interior of a manifold with boundary. A specific aspect of our investigation is that we find reductions of orders that fit into pseudodi¤erential algebras with a specific boundary symbolic structure that is compatible with algebraic operations. Moreover, our construction for manifolds with conical singularities belongs to a successive procedure of generating analogous operators for weighted Sobolev spaces on manifolds with higher geometric singularities in the respective higher corner algebras, cf. [22] , though this is not explicitly carried out here. A motivation of our approach is to express parametrices of general elliptic problems on such corner configurations, especially mixed problems, within a complete pseudo-di¤erential calculus, cf. the author's joint article [11] . This concerns the case of smooth interfaces (where boundary conditions have their jump) as well as that of interfaces with conical singularities.
The authors thank Thomas Krainer (University of Potsdam) for valuable remarks on the manuscript. for all N A N. Here, wðxÞ is an arbitrary excision function, i.e., any wðxÞ A C y ðR n Þ that equals 0 in a neighbourhood of x ¼ 0 and 1 for jxj > R for some R > 0. If a notation or a result is true both in the classical and the general case, we write ''(cl)'' as subscript. We are interested in this section in a particular class of symbols of order m that may be used for m A Z in the calculus of pseudo-di¤erential boundary value problems with the transmission property, cf. Boutet de Monvel [1] , Rempel and Schulze [16] , or Grubb [10] . We take, in particular, symbols from [9] of the following form. Set x ¼ ðy; tÞ for y ¼ ðy 1 ; . . . ; y nÀ1 Þ A R nÀ1 , t A R, with covariables x ¼ ðh; tÞ. Choose an element j A SðRÞ, such that jð0Þ ¼ 1 and supp F À1 j H R À (where F is the Fourier transform on R). It is easy to see that such functions j exist. We now set
m A R, for any constant C > 0. For our purposes we need the following properties:
(ii) r m À ðh; tÞ is elliptic of order m A R for a su‰ciently large choice of C > 0 and extends with respect to t to the upper complex half-plane t þ iy, y > 0, as a holomorphic function that is C y for y b 0, such that
for all ðh; t; yÞ A R nÀ1 Â R Â R þ for a constant c > 0.
(iii) The constant C > 0 in (ii) can be chosen in such a way that
for all ðh; t; yÞ A R nÀ1 Â R Â R þ for a constantc c > 0. 
for any curve L in the complex plane, where l À pðxÞ does not vanish for all x A R n (such a curve always exists as we see from relation (6) below). Note that l ! ðl À pðxÞÞ À1 represents a continuous map L ! S 0 cl ðR n Þ. Formula (5) easily yields
In fact, the integral can be written as a limit of finite integral sums of the form (ii), (iii) For the case m ¼ 1 we first write for all ðh; tÞ A R n , y b 0, for some c 2 > 0. In the proof below, cf. relation (7), we will show that r À ðh; t þ iyÞ 0 0 for all ðh; tÞ A R n , y b 0. Thus logðr À ðh; t þ iyÞÞ is welldefined as a holomorphic function in t þ iy for y > 0 by the branch of the logarithm that is real for positive arguments. This gives us an extension of r We now show that r m À ðh; tÞ is elliptic for a su‰ciently large C > 0. To this end, it su‰ces to consider the case m ¼ 1. We have
where jaj a ð1=CÞjðjðt=ChhiÞ À jð0ÞÞ=ðt=ChhiÞj. For fixed e > 0 there exists a dðeÞ > 0 such that jaj a ð1=CÞðjj 0 ð0Þj þ eÞ for jt=hhij < dðeÞ and jaj a ð1=CÞð2c 1 =dðeÞÞ for jt=Chhij b dðeÞ. Now it follows easily that jaj < q for a constant q < 1 for all ðh; tÞ A R n , when C > 0 is su‰ciently large. We thus obtain
for some c 3 > 0. This yields estimate (3) for m a 0 and y ¼ 0 and estimate (4) for m b 0 and y ¼ 0. Analogous calculations go through for t þ iy, y > 0, where jtj in the estimates is to be replaced by jtj þ y. 
We use the fact, that for every s A R there is a continuous extension operator 
Then the Fourier transform Fuðh; tÞ extends with respect to t to a holomorphic function in t þ iy for y > 0 that is C 
Let us define a linear map
This allows us to apply Opðr m H Þ in R n to e G f in the distributional sense. In the following we use the fact that operators e G : H s ðR n G Þ ! H s ðR n Þ (extensions by zero) are a possible choice of e G s for all s A R, À1=2 < s < 1=2.
for all s A R, s > À1=2, and we have ðR
Proof. As noted before, by virtue of Proposition 1.6, it su‰ces to consider the case s b 1=2. Let us discuss the case of R m À ; the plus-case is completely analogous.
s Þv ¼ 0, and we see from the proof Proposition 1.6 that r þ Opðr
Thus the operator r þ Opðr (11) and (13), respectively, for every l A R l .
A relation to classical Volterra symbols.
If U J C l is an open set and E a Fréchet space, AðU; EÞ denotes the space of all holomorphic functions in U with values in E (the space AðU; EÞ is endowed with the Fréchet topology that is immediate by the definition).
open, to be the space of all elements hð y; h; t þ iyÞ A C y ðW Â R nÀ1 Â H G Þ with the following properties:
, h is a classical symbol of order m in the covariables ðh; t; yÞ for ðh; yÞ varying in R n and y in R G .
The set
coincides with corresponding spaces of Volterra (for the case H À ) and anti-Volterra (for the case H þ ) symbols of anisotropy 1 and order m A R, cf. Piriou [15] , or Krainer [12] . Recall (to motivate the notation) that the inverse ðit þ jxj 2 Þ À1 of the anisotropic homogeneous principal symbol of the heat operator ÀD þ q t (which is of anisotropy 2 and order 2) is Volterra in the classical sense; in particular, it extends to
The following theorem is valid for arbitrary m A R. 
(the space on the right of the latter relation is to be interpreted as a symbol space in the variables ðh; t; yÞ A R nÀ1 Â R Â R þ ignoring the aspect of holomorphy). It su‰ces to consider the case m ¼ 1 for similar reasons as in the proof of Proposition 1.1 (here we use, in particular, that r m À ðh; t þ iyÞ 0 0 for all ðh; t; yÞ A R n Â R þ and for all m, cf.
Since we have j ¼ Ff for a function f A SðRÞ supported in R À , we get jððt þ iyÞ=CÞ A S Ày ðR Â R þ Þ by Lemma 1.4 for the case n ¼ 1. From Proposition 2.2.1 of [24] the substitution pðh; t; yÞ ! pðh; hhit; hhiyÞ induces continuous maps
for all m A R, both for classical and general symbols.
In the present case we obviously have
Then, since the second factor is of order Ày, pðh; t; yÞ itself is a classical symbol of first order.
(ii) For the proof that r m À ðh; t þ iyÞ is elliptic of order m it su‰ces again to consider the case m ¼ 1. From Proposition 1.1 we know that there is a constant c > 0 such that
we get a corresponding version of Proposition 1.1 when we replace jhj by jhj l in the estimates (3) and (4), respectively. The analogous plus-symbols r m þ ðh; tÞ l are then parabolic of order m and anisotropy l in the sense of the work of Krainer [13] . Note that Piriou [15] required l to be an even number.
Interpretation as operator-valued symbols.
Given a symbol aðx; xÞ A S m ðU Â R n Þ, U J R n open, U :¼ W Â R C ðy; tÞ, we can carry out the pseudo-di¤erential action in t (with the covariable t) and then obtain a family of operators OpðaÞð y; hÞ : C y 0 ðRÞ ! C y ðRÞ. Let us assume that aðy; t; h; tÞ is independent of t for jtj > c for a constant c > 0. Then OpðaÞð y; hÞ extends to a family of continuous operators
for every s A R, ðy; hÞ A W Â R nÀ1 . We now employ operator-valued symbols in the following sense:
Let E be a Hilbert space and fk d g d A R þ be a strongly continuous group of isomorphisms
for arbitrary s A R. To apply such an observation analogously to R þ , we need a specific choice of our extension operators e G s that are compatible with the group action fk d g d A R þ . To this end we employ a result of [2] that says that e G s can be chosen in such a way that u A C y 0 ðW Â RÞ, the kernel of which belongs to C y ðW Â R Â W Â RÞ, where cð y; t; y 0 ; t 0 Þ has the Volterra property, i.e., cð y; t; y 0 ; t 0 Þ ¼ 0 whenever t a t 0 . The space of these operators is Fréchet in a natural way, and we can form
In an analogous manner we can define
H correspond to parameter-dependent Volterra and anti-Volterra operators that are (modulo smoothing operators) translation invariant with respect to t. We could have defined analogous operators with smooth dependence on t also in general; more details may be found in Krainer [12] . (ii) Set As before, we mainly consider minus-symbols. The plus-case will be analogous. þ , the corresponding extensions by zero. This is a parameter-dependent analogue of Theorem 1.14.
2. Operators on a manifold with boundary.
Global reduction of orders.
Let X be an oriented compact C y manifold with boundary Y , and let 2X denote the double of X , obtained by gluing together two copies X þ ; X À of X along their common boundary Y (we then identify X with X þ ). Choose a collar neighbourhood V of Y in X with a global splitting of variables into ðy; tÞ for y A Y , t A ½0; 1Þ, and fix a system of charts
on X with coordinate neighbourhoods U j on X , such that U j V Y 0 q for j ¼ 1; . . . ; L, and Let fj 1 ; . . . ; j N g be a partition of unity on X , subordinate to fU 1 ; . . . ; U N g, and let fc 1 ; . . . ; c N g be a system of functions c j A C y 0 ðU j Þ that equal 1 on supp j j . The charts (18) near the boundary will be chosen as restrictions of chartsw w j :Ũ U j ! R n for the doubleŨ U j :¼ 2U j to U j , j ¼ 1; . . . ; L. Then the setsŨ U 1 ; . . . ;Ũ U L cover a tubular neighbourhood of Y of the form Y Â ðÀ1; 1Þ; letX X denote the union of X with that tubular neighbourhood. Moreover, letj j j A C y 0 ðŨ U j Þ be functions such thatj j j j U j ¼ j j for j ¼ 1; . . . ; L, and letc c j A C y 0 ðŨ U j Þ be functions that equal 1 on suppj j j , and satisfỹ c c j j U j ¼ c j , j ¼ 1; . . . ; L. In addition we assume the functionsj j j andc c j to be independent of t for jtj < e for some e > 0. We now form global parameter-dependent pseudo-di¤erential operators onX X bỹ
The operator family (20) (extended by zero to 2X nX X ) then belongs to L m cl ð2X ; R l Þ. Concerning terminology, in particular, for the space L m cl ðM; R l Þ of classical parameterdependent pseudo-di¤erential operators of order m A R on a C y manifold M, we refer to [23] .
If
we define e þ to be the extension from int X to 2X by zero.
The operator
is continuous for all s A R (and every fixed l) and does not depend on the choice of e has a left inverse for jlj b c 1 . Analogously, using relation (23), we also have a right inverse of (24) for jlj b c 2 . Thus (24) is invertible for jlj b c ¼ maxðc 1 ; c 2 Þ. Moreover, a simple argument in terms of elliptic regularity shows that ker R m ðlÞ and coker R m ðlÞ are independent of the choice of s. Thus, the constant c is independent of s. r
Holomorphic families of order reducing operators.
We now turn to a construction that is of importance for the analysis of boundary value problems (with or without the transmission property) on a manifold with conical singularities. We consider order reducing symbols r We now recall a kernel cut-o¤ construction for symbols aðx; x; lÞ A S m ðclÞ ðU Â R nþl Þ which we specify below for our order reducing symbols. Set kðaÞðx; x; zÞ :¼ ð e izl aðx; x; lÞ dl;
here, the correspondence aðx; x; lÞ ! kðaÞðx; x; zÞ is first considered for fixed ðx; xÞ as a map S 0 ðR l Þ ! S 0 ðR l Þ. A proof of this result may be found in [21] , see also [23] , or Dorschfeldt [3] ; alternative arguments are given in Gil, Schulze, Seiler [8] . 
(where the symbol space in the latter relation is defined in a similar manner as that in Definition 2.2), and j ! HðjÞa is continuous as a map
If cðzÞ A C that consists of isomorphisms for all s A R, for all z ¼ l þ ib for arbitrary b A K, provided jl lj bC C.
We now apply this result for the case l ¼ 1. A slight modification of the constructions allows us to interpret l A R as Im z for z A C, running on a line 
for some fixedl l A Rl l , jl lj bC C. Let B be a compact manifold with conical singularities and boundary, and let B denote the associated stretched manifold, cf. [6] or [19] for the terminology. In particular, we may double up B to a closed manifold 2B with conical singularities, and then the associated stretched manifold 2B is a compact C y manifold with boundary. If X is the base of the conical singularity of B which is a compact C y manifold with boundary, then we have 2X ¼ qð2BÞ. There is then a subset ð2BÞ sing :¼ qð2BÞ of 2B, and we set B sing :¼ ð2BÞ sing V B.
Let (the second summand on the left hand side is interpreted as an operator on B ¼ B þ that vanishes in a neighbourhood of B sing ). This result is a corollary of Theorems 2.1 and 2.10 and of the technique of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in connection of remainders in parameter-dependent parametrices that behave as Schwartz functions in ðl;l lÞ, cf. formulas (22) , (23) .
Remark 2.12. A manifold B with conical singularities and boundary is a corner manifold with two independent axial directions. In direction normal to the boundary our result concerns standard Sobolev spaces. If we ask a similar construction for spaces with weights in normal direction, see [24] , then we have, in fact, double weighted spaces. Order reducing results in this framework are also desirable, though such constructions are more voluminous. Corner operators of this type are then elliptic in a respective corner pseudo-di¤erential algebra, see [22] or [7] .
Let us finally note that reductions of orders on an infinite stretched cone X 5 with boundary are also of interest in another scale of weighted Sobolev spaces K Þ for any cuto¤ function oðrÞ and by the standard Sobolev spaces for large r. In this case, similarly to the construction for Theorem 2.11, we glue together the operator (28) near r ¼ 0 with another order reducing operator for the standard Sobolev spaces for large r. For the latter part a variant of the calculus of boundary value problems without the transmission property on a manifold with exits to infinity is to be applied (locally, in the half-space, this corresponds to a refinement of Kumano-go's calculus [14] in the variant of boundary value problems).
